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The Crst part of this paper supplements earlier work of the first-named author by exhibiting an 
example af a wild n-sphere C in E”+l (n 2 4) for which each horizontal n-dimensional hyperplane 
of En+‘. tbat does meet z1 intersects it either in a point or in an (n - I)-sphere that is flatly embedded 
in the hyperplane. The second part sets forth an improved criterion for detecting the n-cell (n # 4) 
based upon properties of slices determined as inverse sets associated with maps of a space to an 
interval. 
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1. Introduction 
The conjecture, related to [l], that a 2-sphere in E3 might ibe flat if each of its 
intersections with horizontal planes were either a point or a simple clos,ed curve was 
confirmed in 1969 by Eaton [ 141 and Hosay [ 16). Cannon [6] later improved upon 
the result, proving that a 2-sphere in E3 is flat if none of its intersections with a 
horizontal plane has a degenerate component. 
Extending the E&or:-Hosay work. to higher dimensio+ Daverman [9] c,howed 
that an n-sphere C in L:“‘+’ (n 2 5) is flat if each intersection of C with t+ horizontal 
n-dimensional hyperplane of E”+l is either a point or an (n - 1).sphere that is 
bicollared both im hat hyperplane and in C. The classical SchGnlRies Theorem 
provides comparable bicollaring for the 3-dimensional case studied by Eaton and 
Hosay; nevertheless, despite the analogical appropriateness of inclu.ding such a 
hypothesis in Thigh dimensional versions, the need for it has never been established. 
(One kind of bicollaring is clearly necessary: geometric suspension of wild spheres 
produces wild n-spheres C in En+’ each of whose horizontal cross ections is a. point 
or an (I! - 1).sphere bicollared in 2.) To clarify the situation, we present a wild 
n-spher; in E’““’ (n 2 4) each of whose horizontal cross sections is a point or an 
(n - 1).sphere llatly embedded in that horizontal hyperplane. 
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In addition, we formulate a generalization to part of the work in [9] that covers all 
values of n 2 3, where previously the value n = 4 was excluded, and that recasts the 
results in a less rigidly geometric framework. In particular p we show that a crumpled 
n-cube C (n f 4) is an n-cell if it can be mapped onto an interval so that the point 
preimages are points and (n - l)-cells reasonably embed12ed in C. 
efinitioas and notation 
Suppose f and g are maps of a space X into a space Y having metric p. The symbol 
p(f, g)c E means that ~(f(x), g(x))< E for each x E X. The maps f and g are said to 
be &-homotopic if there exists a homotopy h, between f and g such that P(h,, h,)< E 
for all s, t in [0, 11. In addition, in this context a map f of the space Y into itself (or 
into a subspace) issaid to be an c-map if rp (y, f(y ))c E for each y E Y. 
The symbol B” denotes the standard n-ceil in E” consisting of all points at distance 
no more than one from the origin. 
For any point p in a metric space S and positive number e, NE(p) denotes the set of 
points in S whose distance from p is less than E. 
Let A be a subset of the metric space S and p a limit point of A. We say that A is 
iocw& simply connected at p, written l-LC at p, if for each E > 0 there exists 8 > 0 
such that each map of aB2 into A n Na(p) extends to a map of B* into A A N,(p); 
moreover, we say that A is uniformly ZocaNy simply connected, written I-ULC, if 
6 > 0 exists independent of the limit point p. 
A crumpled n -cube C is a space homeomorphic to the t nion of an (n - 1).sphere in 
S” and one of its complementary domains; the subset of C consisting of those points 
at which C is an n-matllfold (without boundary) is called the interior of C, written 
Int C, and the subset C -- Int C, which corresponds to the given (n - I)-sphere, is 
called the boundary of C, written Bd (5: 
Let n be a p:)sitive integer. For each real number s, let & denote the “horizontal” 
n-dimensional hyperplane 
Es =+I, . . . , xn, x,+&z En+’ 1 x,,+~ = s’r. 
For any subset X of En+‘, let Xs denote the slice of X in Es, where Xs = X A Es. 
ere wit at slices 
In this section we construct for each n 3 4 a wildly embedded n-sphere C in E”’ * 
such that each horizontal hyperplane meeting C does so in either a point or a locally 
flat (in that hyperplane) (n - 1 )-sphere. T e reader will find a familarity with [9] 
helpful. 
First we obtain a crumpled n-cube Cn in n as the (n - 3)-fold suspension in 
the Fox-Artin [ 151 crumpled s-cube C3 (the compact closed complement of a 
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Fox-&tin 3-cell) shown in Fig. 1. Note that Bd C3 is localiy flat modulo one point, 
denoted z, and that, since Int C3 is not 1-LC at Z, Int C” is not l-LC at certain points 
in the suspension of z (points othe:* than the cone points or the generalizations 
thereof to the suspending (n -4)~sphere) [18, pp. 65-661. 
Fig. 1. 
Let D* be a 2-cell in Rd C3 such that z E aD* and let K3 be a (closed) collar on 3* 
in C3 pinched along oD”, such that C3 -K3 is naturally homeomorphic with 
C3-D*. Let D”-’ and K” denote the natural suspensions of D* and K3, aespec- 
tively, in C”. Observe that there is a natural homeomorphism f of C” -A? onto 
C” -D”-’ and that D”‘-’ is cellula!= inEn, as well as in Bd C”, because D2 is cellular 
in E3. Hence, En/D”-’ is homeomorphic to E” and Bd Cn/Dn-’ is an (n - I)-sphere 
in En/D”-’ which obviously is locally flat modulo the point corresponding to D”-’ 
and, therefore, is flat [S]. As a result, there exists a homeomorphism h of B” - 
p-‘(-1) onto C” - D”-l, where p: B” -+ [-1, l] denotes the projection onto the first 
coordinate. 
Now we inflate C in a somewhat peculiar manner to nearly obtain the desired 
sphere. (Inflation is any process that finds an (n + I)-cell C* in En+l, suck that 
v(C*)= C and ,nlC*n a-‘(Bti Cr is l-l, where xEn+‘+En denotes the pro- 
jection.) Let ~5 denote that embedding of C in En+’ changing only the last coordinate 
of points and such that +!q~-~(s)e Es (s E (-1, 11) and $(D”-‘)c E-1. There exists a 
homeomorphism o of (-1, l] to itself such that f’/@‘(Qnf’hp-‘(t) f (P) implies 
w (s)< t. Obtaining this is straightforward; because f is a homeomorphism fixing 
E%d C” - Dnal, the function 
is nondecreasing and a homeomorphism o can be constructed such that w(s)*: 
W*(S). Now we can find an embedding 8 of C in En” changing only the last 
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coordinate of points and satisfying ef’hp-‘(s)~ &(s, and O(K” ) c E-I. Notice that 
the construction guarantees that 4(C)n e(C) = $(D”-‘). In the cylinder Bd c” XE’ 
there is a *compact region A cobounded by #(Bd C”) and O(Bd C”‘), which is 
homeomorphic to a (closed) collar on Bd C” pinched along D”-’ I Since Bd C” -D” 
is collared in C”, t+k(C”)uA is homeomorphic to Cn. Then #(C")LJ A u 6(C”) is 
equivalent o two copies of C” sewn together along Bd C” via the identity, which 
is an n-sphere [121 (alternatively, see [ 11, Theorem 8.61 or [7]) denoted as S. This is 
almost the desired n-sphere. 
Let Q denote the closure of the bounded component of En+” -S. Recalling that 
Int C” fails to be l-LC at some point(s)q E Bd C”, we see that Int Q fails to be l-LC 
at each point of Sn (q U!?), for otherwise, as in other inflation operations 
[9, Theorem 11.11, Int C” would necessarily be 1-K at 4. Hence, Q is not an 
(n G l)-cell (and S must be wild). Each level Ss (-1 c s < 1) is a union of #(CR),, A, 
and e(c”X, where O(C”), may be empty; if non-empty, #(C*), and O(C”), are 
disjoint (n - l)-cells locally flatly emb.:dded inEs, and A, is a locally flat copy in Es of 
the annulus in Bd C” cobounded by Bd C” n lip-‘(s) and Bd C” n hp-‘(o-‘(s)); if 
empty, A, is the locally flat copy in Es of the (n - 1).cell in Eid C” -D”-’ bounded by 
Bd C” n &-l(s). In either case, however, Ss is a locally flai; (n - 1).sphere in Es (see 
Kirby [ 171 for n > 3 and Doyle & Hocking [ 131 for n = 3, or study the construction). 
In addition Sr is the point @z$(l) and S-1 = e(K”), whicjr is embedded in E-i just 
as K” is embedded in En. Consequently, we can push S dovfn at points of 8(Int K”), 
keeping S - B(Int K”) fixed, via an ambient homeomorphism H of E”+l such that 
H(S)nE-2 is a point and H(S)nE, is a flat (n - l)-sphere in EU (w c (-2, -1)). 
Then H(Q) is a crumpled n-cube with the remarkable feature that H(Q) intersects 
each level Es (s E (-2,1)) in an n-cell, which means that the wildness of levels has 
been inverted; that is, the only problem with level intersectons of H(Bd Q) and Es is 
associated, not with H(Q),, but with the unbounded component of Es -H(Bd Pls 
and, moreover, the only level s at which ;H(Bd Q)S fails te be flat occurs when s =- 1. 
Finally, we obtain C from H(Bd 6) by means of a last-coordinate preserving map 
gofE”+’ to itself such that glEs is a homeomorphism for s f -1 and glB(K”) is a flat 
in E-1. Then the desired sphere C will be defined as gH (Bd Q). As a model for 
constructing , there exists a pseudo-isotopy G: E3 x I -+ E3 having compact support 
such that G]K3 X 1 is one-to-one and G(K3 x 1) is a flat 3-cell i tt is can be done 
so that the only nondegenerate inverse set is a copy of C3 pull (ll(C3--K3) so 
as to intersect X3 only at the special point z. Suspending G one dimension at a time 
between the coning levels used to produce C” and extendin elsewhere via the 
identity produces a simila? pseudo-isotopy G: E” x I +E” such that GIK” x 1 is 
one-to-one and G(K” X 1) is a flat n-cell in En. The required level-preserving map g 
of zzn+l is then defined as 
(Gk I& 0 if tE[-l,O], 
g(xl t) = (G(x., l-2 - tl), t) if t e F-2, -11, 
(% t) otherwise. 
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In this section we extend the methuds used in Section 5 of [9] for detecting the 
l-ULC nature of the complement of an n-sphere in E”+l (or of the interior of a 
crumpled (p + l)-cube). The main idea, paralleling that of [9], is revealed in the 
following lemma. We emphasize that the example constructed in the preceding 
section exhibits the necessity for some extra condition like (ii) besides condition (i). A 
natural situation in which condition (ii) is satisfied occurs in case C is contained in S” 
so that Bd Ct is flatly embedded both in Bl$ C and in Sn. 
Lemma I. Suppose that C is a crumpled II -cube and that g: C + [Q, b] is a map swh 
that for t E (a, b) g-‘(t) is an (n - I)-(:ell Ct satisfying 
(i) Int Cc is locally fiat in Int C aizd 
(ii) C-Bd Cr is l-LC at each pain! of g-‘((a, b)) 
Then Int C is l-LC at each point of g-“((a, b)). 
Proof. Let f: A2 + C $e a map such that f @A 2, c Int C and f (A2) c g--l((a, b)). It 
suffices to show that, for E > 0, there exists another map f’: A2 + Int C such that 
P(f vf)<E. 
Roughly, the aim of what follows is tc construct a neighborhood NI of Bd Ct in C 
and a short “retraction” of C to C - Nf. The interval (a, b) possesses a countable 
subset of exceptional v;alues for which this aim is not achieved, but once it is 
identified, the map f can be approximated so as to avoid the associated countable set 
of spheres Bd Ct. This glives rise to two finite collections #of neighborhoods Nr 1:hat 
together cover f (A 2, n Bid CT and the construction of these sets NI then permits :,sill 
another approximation to f correcting artifices concerning the “retractions”, 
effectively trimming each NI to an open subset Qt so that each of the two associated 
finite collections (QI j consists of pairwise disjoint sets. The final approximation to f is 
obtained by applying each of the short retractions given for each Qb which thus can 
be viewed as the composition of two short retractions. 
By hypothesis, to each t E (a, b) there corresponds a homeomorphism h, of the 
standard (n - 1).ball B”-’ onto Ct = g-‘(t). As in [S, Lemma 4.11, the interval (a, b) 
contains a countable subset $3 such that for each t E (a, b)-9 there are two 
sequences ( (i);) and {u(i)} of numbers, where 
a<s(i)<t<u(i)<:b, 
for which each of the associated sequences {A,(i)} and {Au(i)} converges homeonnor- 
phically (or uniformly) to AI. 
NowwefixtE(a,b)-5@andwesetE’= &/27. We need some additional notat::<,n: 
S will denote aB”-‘; for 0 < r < 1 rS will denote the (n -2)~sphere in B”” of radius r 
centered at the origin, rB”‘-” will d,enote the (n - 1).cell in B”-’ bou 
will denote the (n - Q-dimensional annulus in n-1 bounded b 
There exists a number t (0 c t < 1) such that for any radius R of B”-r, diam A, 
(R ‘n rA) CE’. There also exists a neighborhood JV of A,(rA) in C which can be 
setracted to li,(rA) by an &map (simply, an &retraction). Define r’ = (r + 1)/2. 
Since Int CI is locally flat in Int C, there is a collar on A&’ ), defined by an 
embedding p of r’s x f-l, 1] in N n Int C satisfying, for each z E r’s, 
diam &z x [-1, 11)~ E’. 
Furthermore the image can be kept so close to A&S) that for each index i 
Consequently, for all but a finite number of indices i, fi (r’s x [- 1, 11) separates 
A&B n-L) from h,(i,(S) in As(ij(B”-‘) (and, similarly, for the situation involving u(i) 
instead of z(i)). We then choose an index i from among these so that both A,(i) and 
A s;(i) are pointwise within E’ of At. For simplicity, henceforth we denote the cor- 
responding choice of numbers (i) and u(i) as s(t) and u(t), respectively, We also let 
Nt denote the component of 
c - (A,(&A) u As&A) u p (r's x [- 1, 11)) 
containing A@“-’ - rrBrtel ). By adding epsilonics to the proof of Borsuk’s Theorem 
(see 19, Lemma 4.2]), we determine a lO&retraction r, of Nt up(r’S x t-1, 11) to 
p(r’S X [w-l, 11). 
The open intervals of the form (s(t), u(t)), where t varies over (a, b)- 3, form an 
open cover LzI of (a, b)-9, which has a countable subcover K Let 9’ represent the 
(countable) set of endpoints of the intervals in ‘t”. 
As in Theorem 3.2 of [9], there exists a map f of A* in ~-‘((al 6)) such that 
p(fi, f)r; E’ and 
fi(A *) n Ad(S) = 0 for each d E 3 u 9’. 
Hence, g(fl(A2)n Bd C) is covered by a finite subcollection .P of 3Y .4fter eliminat- 
ing unnecessary elements of 9, it can be expressed as the unio? of two finite 
collections & and P.2 such that for i = 1,2, no two elements of SiFi intersect. Note that 
each endpoint of an interval in $i belongs to 3’. 
For ~~~t~, u(t))e 91, the requirement that A, be homeom~r~hically within E’ of AI 
(where e represents either endpoint of (s(t), ~~t)~ implies that diam A,( 
3~‘, for each radius R of at, there exists a map f2 
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of A’ into g-‘&z, 6)) such that p(fi, f&3& and 
f2(A2)nAe(rA)=@ 
for each endpoint e of each interval in $1. 
After this rearrangement, we can obtain a map f3 of A2 into g-‘((a, b)) such that 
p(f3#, f& 10~’ and 
To define f3 for each (s(t), u(t))E 91 and each x cA2 for which n ~fi*(N,), sLt 
f3(x) = &fib )* 
Finally, we observe that in the preceding ttio steps we have eliminated,, after taking 
a l3s’-approximation to fl, all intersections with Bd C n g-‘(t), provided t is 
covered by an element of P1, without adding any additional intersections with Bd C’. 
Repeating the same two steps with respect to 92, we can obtain a 13&‘-approxima- 
tion to f3 whose image misses Bd C, thereby completing the proof. 
These techniques establish the following generalized variation to Lemma 1, 
applying to the crumpled objects considered in [7]. 
Lemma 2, Suppose C is a closed subset of an n-manifold M having an ANR F as its 
frontier relative to M. Suppose g: C + [a, b] is a map for which th:ere exists a countable 
collection B = (Bi) of compact ANR’s such that to each t E (a, b) there correspond a 
Bi E B and a homeomorphism A, of Bi x I onto g-'(t) satisfying 
(i) A,(Bi x0)= Fng-‘(t), 
(ii) C - A,(Bi X 0) is l-LC at each point of C, 
(iii) A,( Bi X (0, 11) is bicollared in C -F. 
Then C-K is I-LC at each point of g-‘((a, b)). 
Lemmas 1 and 3 can be used as the basic ingredients for several results, among 
which the next theort:m can be considered as a natural sample. 
Theorem 3. Suppo de C is a crumpled n-cube and g: C + [- 1, l] is a map such that 
g-*(l) and g-*(-l) are points and that for t E (-1,l) g-‘(t) is an (n - I)-ceN Cr 
satisfying 
(i) Int CI is a locally flat subset of Int C and 
(ii) C-Bd Cl iy l-ULC. 
Then Int C is l- ULC, In particular, for n # 4 C is an n -cell. 
roof. As a result of Lemma 1, Int C is l-LC at each point of Bd c’ - s-‘(* 1). To 
see that it is also l-LC at g-‘(li: l), one has several choices: for #II 2 4, given a small 
loop in Int C5 one can contract it in a small subset of E” -g-“(d:l) and then cut the 
contraction off on a small subset of Bd C - g-‘(* 1); alternatiively, foa= n G 3 one CER 
use a generalized version of the Burgess notion of locallly spanned in C 14). 
guaranteed by the (n - Q-cells g-‘(t) (t E (-1, I)), to achieve the same ends. s, if 
n # 4, C is an n&cell [3,2]. 
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